For any T in Sδ(^), let \\T\\ e as defined above, be called the essential norm of T [7] . I. C. Gohberg and M. G. Krein first showed in [4] that for any T in 33 (ffl) there is a compact perturbation T + K o which realizes the essential norm (so || T + K o \\ = || T\\ e ). The case n = 2 of the theorem stated above for compact products was proved in a different way in [6] : for any compact product T= T X T 2 of two factors, a projection E was constructed so that T X E and (/ -E)T 2 are both compact (and so that the product of perturbations T λ (I -E) and ET 2 is zero).
This study was motivated partly by questions considered by J. K. Plastiras and the author in [7] : if Γ is a bounded operator on 3ίf, is there a compact K with ||p(T + K)\\ = ||p(T)|| e for all complex polynomials p? Less ambitiously, if T and p are both given, is there a compact K p such that ||p(Γ + ίΓ p )|| = ||p(T)|| e ? We know of no examples where either of these questions has a negative answer.
It follows from the results proved here on perturbations of products that for each T in S8(Sίf), there is a compact K with || T + K\\ = \\ T\\ e and ||(T+ίQ 2 |H|T 2 || e ; and a compact L with ||(Γ + L) 2 || = ||T 2 ||, and |j(Γ + L)
3 || = || Γ 3 || e . If T is not compact we can take K = L, to get one orthonormal basis for X consisting of eigenvectors for D. A finite rank operator is one with finite-dimensional range. The range projection of TE$l(ί%) is the smallest projection Q such that QT = Γ, and the support projection P is the smallest projection such that TP = T. Throughout the paper we use \T\ to denote (T*T) m and σ(T) to denote the spectrum of Γe S?($f). The reader is referred to [5] for general facts about Hubert space operators.
1.
Reducing the norm of a product by perturbing its factors. This first theorem is the heart of the paper. THEOREM 1. Let A, B in Sft(ffl) Before beginning the proof we make some relevant observations. If D is any diagonal operator with ||D||gl, then it is trivial that || DABx || ^ || ABx ||, for any x G X and any A, B in ® {%). It is also obvious that ||AJBD||^||AJB||, although || ABDx || ^ || ABx || may not hold for every x. On the other hand, there is no general relationship between ||ADJ3|| and ||AB||.
We remark also that this theorem is false if the product AB is compact. To see this let A be any injective compact operator and let B = /. Then ||AJB|| e =0, but A(I-K)B cannot be zero if K is any compact operator.
Proof We may assume that || A || ^ 1 and \\B || S 1. Let {P k } k be the increasing sequence of finite rank projections with range (P fe ) = sρan{e b ••-,**}.
Let μ be any number with \\AB \\ e < μ < \\AB \\ = μ, 0 We will first construct a finite rank perturbation D of / so that OSDgJ; D will be {e n } n -diagonal; and with ||ADJ3||gμ. Then we will show how this construction is repeated, to define by induction the desired operator I -K. In order to be able later to set up the induction, we will write in the factor /, which is being perturbed.
Let E(λ) be the spectral resolution for |A/J5|. Set E = E((μ -2δ,μ 0 ]), where δ >0 is a small number with μ-2δ> \\AB\\ e . Then E must be a finite rank projection: otherwise, we could find an infinite orthonormal set {*"}" such that x n Eran(£), and hence for which \\AIBx n \\ = \\\AIB\x n \\>μ-28.
But this would imply
Let G be the projection onto ran (IRE), so G is finite rank. Choose P kι from the sequence {P k } large enough so that where v > 0 is a very small number to be determined. Let Q x be the finite rank projection onto ran (AP kl ).
Let H x be the support projection of the finite rank operator Q λ A(I-P kl ), so
Let Q 2 be the finite rank projection onto ran (AP k2 ). Let H 2 be the finite rank support projection of Q 2 A (I -P k2 ), so fί 2 = / ~ Pk 2 -Choose k 3 > k 2 sufficiently large so that
Repeat this process m times, where m is to be determined, to get two increasing sets of finite rank projections {Q n }n=ι, {Pk n }n=ι. Set E λ -P kl ,
Observe also that \\FjAE n \\<v if n > j +1 for then E n = {I-P kj+ι )E n , so that \\FjAE* || = ||F y QA (/ -P kl+ )E n \\ g || QA (I -P, +1 )|| < K Now, set γ = (μ -2δ)/||ΛIB ||, so 0< γ <1. Define D = /Σ 7 m = V ηβ h where γ = η x < η 2 < < r/ m+1 = 1, is an even partition of the interval [γ, 1] . We choose a small e >0 to be determined, and we now determine m : so that me > 1 -γ. In other words, rfi -η hl < e. Thus D is a finite rank perturbation of J, and is {e n } n -diagonal.
We will now show that \\ADB || ^ μ. (Note that so far we have that γ = γ(δ, μ), and m = m(γ, e); but we are free to choose e and v as small as we wish.)
Let z be a unit vector of $f, and write z=αx0 βy, where |α| 2 +|j3| 2 = 1, ||jc||=l = ||y||, and x G ran£((μ -2δ,μ 0 ]), yE ran£ ([0, μ -2δ] = e + 2mv.
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Now determine e = e(δ, μ) sufficiently small (2e < δ and (μ -δ) 2 + 2e < μ 2 ), and i' = v(m, e) sufficiently small (2mv < e, v < e, m 2 v < e), so that We specify the sequences of constants to be used (the first terms as above):
IADBz||
(1) Choose a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers {u n } n with μ x (as above) < μ 0 = || AJ51| and limμ n = \\AB \\ e jί 0. The sequence {D n } n will satisfy ||AD n B ||έ μ n .
(2) Choose {δ n } n positive numbers decreasing to zero, so that 28 n <μ n -μ n+ i.
(3) Let {y n } n be the positive sequence converging to 1 given by Then from (2) we have so that the infinite product Πγ n converges to a nonzero limit precisely when the operator AB is not compact; i.e., when the lim μ n = \\AB \\ e^0 . (4) Choose {e n } n decreasing to zero, such that 2e n < δ n , and (μ n -δ n ) 2 + 2€ n <μ 2 n . (5) Choose integers {m n } n such that 1 -y n < m n e n . (6) Finally, choose positive {v n } n converging to zero, so that v n < e n , m\v n <6 Π , and 2m n v n <e n . 
recalling that γ 2 is η 21 . 
noting that the last summand equals η k , mk +\E Kmk+1 . By induction we now have the desired sequence {D n } n defined. We show that {D n } n converges uniformly to inf D n = D o , with
(where E Oι =0, all ί). This will complete the proof: for then, AD n B converges to AD 0 B, so that \\AD n B\\^ μ n each n, implying that 
(recall γ π = τ/ nl ). Note that for each n,
where R is a sum of orthogonal projections multiplied by constants that are between zero and one. Thus lim k \\D k -D o || = 0, and the theorem is proved.
As immediate corollaries, we get the following: 
Furthermore, given any orthonormal basis, F can be constructed to be diagonal relative to that basis.
Proof. This is simply the first construction in the preceding proof, and it does not require noncompactness of the product AB.
is not compact Then for any j there is a compact perturbation S f of 7} such that

If T } is diagonal, S 7 may be obtained by reducing the moduli of some eigenvalues of 7).
Proof. For / = 1, set A = /, B = Π7} and apply Theorem 1 to get a compact 1C with \\{I -K)UT } \\ = ||Π7} || β . Then set Sj = (I -K)T X . If Γi is diagonal, construct K" to be diagonal relative to the same basis as Γi. If / = 2, set A = Γi and B = Π ;>1 7}, and proceed similarly; the other cases are the same.
In order to obtain a corresponding theorem for compact products of operators we require some preliminary results. PROPOSITION 
Any T in 39 (X) has a compact perturbation S where \S\ is diagonal.
Proof. Let T= U\T\ be the polar decomposition for T. Let E=U*U and regard |Γ| as a positive operator in 38(£$ίf). By a theorem of H. Weyl [10] , there is a compact operator K in £$(£$?) with \T\ + K diagonal relative to some orthonormal basis for E$f. Consider this as a diagonal operator on $f: σ(\T\ + K) is the closure of the set {d n } n of diagonal entries. The Weyl spectrum of |Γ| + ίΓ is Proof. Let U\B\ be the polar decomposition for B. Using the previous result, assume that \B\ is diagonal relative to an orthonormal basis {e n } n , with diagonal sequence {b n } n .
To motivate the proof, we remark that, since B may not be invertible, we cannot simply set A' = A + KB~\ to get A'B = AB + K. However, if we first erase a subsequence of {b n } n which converges to zero "too fast", then this approach will work.
Let P n be the finite rank projection onto span {e u , e n ). Then {P n KP n } n converges uniformly to K, so choose a subsequence {P nk } k with \\K-P nk KP nk \\<±. Furthermore KD is a compact operator: in particular, the sequence {P nk KDP nk } is uniformly Cauchy. For, assuming k > ί, || PJZDP* -P nι KDP nι || ^ ^ II P^DP, -P*-k <f _i_ 2 '=f -L<-L Since {P nk } converges strongly to /, then {P nk KDP nk } converges uniformly to KD.
Let E be the projection whose range is span{e n : c n^0 }. Thus C = \B\E and DC = E.
To finish the proof, set A' = A + KDU*, B' = UC. Then
A'B' = (A + KDU*)(UC) = AUC + KDC = AU\B\E + KE = (AB + K)E
and we are done. Using Theorem 2, it is possible to reduce the norm of a compact product by perturbing any one factor. However it may be necessary to perturb every factor to get a zero product. For example, let C be any one-to-one compact operator, and let A = ί ~ ~ J, B = ( ^ τ j, ΛJ5 = C 0\ ί K L\ , and let ί " ^) be any compact operator. Then
which equals zero only if C(I + K) = 0, an impossibility. Thus the next theorem is the best possible general result. And, a final application gives compact K n -X and L H -ί9 and a projection E n _! with
and the theorem is proved.
2.
Attaining the essential norm for polynomials in an operator. In this section we first show that any bounded operator can be perturbed to attain || T\\ e , \\ T 2 \\ e , or || Γ 3 || e in most cases all three norms are achieved by a single compact perturbation of T. We then consider special classes of operators, weighted shifts and n -normal operators, for which stronger results are obtained. The first theorem follows by repeated applications of Theorem 3. REMARK 8. One can see from this proof, that this approach does not extend to higher powers of T. The difficulty in simultaneously getting identical perturbations of two inside factors of Γ 4 , in order to reduce the norm of T 4 , seems to be beyond these techniques. We have been unable to get the result in Theorem 7 only for the case where Γ 3 is compact and T 2 is not compact. The complication lies in finding a compact perturbation S with both S 3 = 0 and || 51| = || T\\ e . On the one hand, this is a fairly special case, reducing to a 3 x 3 upper triangular operator matrix. On the other hand, it points up a general limitation involved in trying to combine the totally unrelated methods for perturbing compact and noncompact products. Our results are summarized in the following: 
=
Proof of (iii). By (i) and the previous theorem. We remark that the full strength of Theorem 3 (and hence of Theorem 1) is not required for part (i) of Theorem 9. In particular, Theorem 1 can be proved much more easily i* the factor A = /; and (i) follows readily from this case.
An operator Γ E 38 (ffl) is a weighted shift of multiplicity k if there is an orthonormal basis {e n } n for $? on which T is defined by Te n = a n e n+k , n = 1,2, , where {a n } n is a sequence of complex numbers. In order to prove our theorem for weighted shifts we need the following elementary lemma. 
